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Digitize what's left of your paper stack. The easy 
way to make all your paper documents available 
and keep them well-protected.

Even in today’s digital society lots of business documents come to you as paper documents. Paper 

documents that are notoriously expensive to handle, hard to share, and even harder to protect 

from prying eyes. With the GDPR in effect, the latter is especially a real challenge.

The bulk has already been taken care of

With many companies Nextway has already taken care of the large volumes using solutions like 

Next® Invoices and Next® Enterprise Archive for ERP documents. At almost every company, howev-

er, this still leaves behind a smaller number of paper documents that are still not handled in a truly 

effi cient way. Scan to Next® is the tool to take care of these remaining paper documents – once 

and for all.

Easy capture of what’s left

Scan to Next® lets you digitize paper documents at the push of a button. Use dedicated document 

scanners, your multifunction printers, or the camera in your mobile phone. Once the document is 

captured, Next® takes over and makes sure that everything is processed in accordance with your 

company best practices. The same way every time. No matter who, how, and where.

Scan to Next® helps us feed existing orders and delivery 
notes from all over the world into our Next® Enterprise 
Archive. Emails and paper futureproofed with no hassle.

— OLA ERIK GOROSTUEN, Logistics Manager, Harald Krogsæter AS"
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Scan to Next® queues the scanned 

documents in a workbasket for easy 

classifi cation and indexing

Advanced technology at work

All documents are digitized into industry standard PDFs and automatically processed with OCR 

(Optical Character Recognition). The OCR engine knows 100+ languages and does a great job at 

making the text machine readable. Once the text is machine readable, it also becomes searchable. 

Search and fi nd – in the blink of an eye

In Next® you fi nd your documents with google-like searches in the document content, or by 

searching for document classifi cations and metadata. No matter how, Next® responds in seconds – 

even when Next® contains millions of documents.

Easy document classifi cation

Next® automatically classifi es documents based on the information provided when the document 

is scanned – e.g. who did the scan. For documents where you need more comprehensive 

classifi cation and indexing, Next® will queue the scanned documents in a workbasket for easy 

manual processing. As your documents are now digital this can be done anywhere and anytime 

from an easy-to-use web interface. And by the people who are subject matter experts. 

Foundation for the future

With easy digitization of documents, full-text search capabilities, detailed classifi cations, and role-

based permissions you have the foundation for your future in place.

Implemented in no time at all

If you already have Next® in place, we have a best practice implementation of Scan to Next® ready 

for you. If your needs go beyond the standard scope, we’ll defi ne the customizations together. 

Next® can go even further

In case you wonder, if Next® could do even more, the answer is yes. Next® Mailroom, is a Scan to 

Next® on steroids. For those with big volumes of business dialogues and omni-channel communi-

cation. Look up Next® Mailroom.    


